Myanmar: development of a Statistical Business Register (SBR)
Myanmar CSO SBR

1. Purpose
2. CSO SBR Team
3. SBR System
4. Final result
Integrating economic statistics in monitoring the 2030 Agenda

Township Business Licence

- 330 Townships in Myanmar
- No central collection point
- No unique ID
- Can’t be linked to other sources
- Different registration processes
- Some aren’t even digitised
Assessing Admin Data

- Relevance
- Accuracy
- Timeliness
- Accessibility
- Coherence
Other Sources

- Labour Registration: accuracy
- Tax Data: relevance
- Business Registration: relevance
- Customs: relevance
- Other: relevance
Group Discussion

- How have you assessed admin data?
- What were the key weaknesses?
- How have you addressed these weaknesses?

- Questions for the author?